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Body:

NSA:Christopher has been working closely with his NSA P.O.C. on a daily basis to resolve administrative 

discrepancies within the original group of 85 documents; the number of outstanding problems has dwindled, 

progress continues, and I get the sense from talking with Chris that within a week, all problems with the 

original group of 85 documents will likely be resolved. A visit from [Screened by: NARA RD-F on October 12, 

2016 according to the John F. Kennedy Records Collection Act of 1992, 44 U.S.C. 2107, Section 6(1)A] to ARRB 

may not be necessary to resolve any of these issues.McKinney Interview:316th MIG member William 

McKinney was interviewed on Thursday, May 1, by Christopher. The interview was audiotaped, and a call 

report was prepared by Chris on May 2. The results of this interview will be incorporated into the evolving 

military team product called "Army Intelligence in Dallas."Richard Case Nagell IRR Documents under Review by 

D.A.I.G.:The dance continues. We received a letter from a DAIG legal person on Monday, May 5 which 

indicates an intent to review this voluminous file received from IRR, but which says the Review will likely not 

be done by May 12, the suspense date originally requested by ARRB. DAIG blamed classification markings still 

in place when received from IRR. (Additionally, and more important, Joe says that there are clearly identified 

DAIG equities in the approximately 900 page file: Army IG reports from the 1950s investigating allegations 

made by Nagell.)Joe's renewed contacts (plural) with IRR on this matter have revealed that they indeed did 

NOT declassify the entire document before sending it to DAIG, and their subsequent re-review has indicated 

that there are approximately 40 pages out of the 900 or so for which they have (re)identified desired 

postponements. Joe has reminded IRR that they must identify these postponements IAW the JFK Act, Section 

6, and provide justification. (Joe has stimulated IRR to communicate in more detail with DAIG regarding which 

sections of the document IRR wishes to postpone, and which sections seem O.K. to release, from IRR's 

standpoint. Hopefully this will restrict DAIG's effort to only those portions with clearly identified DAIG 

equities.)I believe we have shaken the tree enough for the time being, and am confident that we will see 

movement, and resolution, on the Nagell file; predicting when is more difficult. PTC Documents 

(approximately 390 total, of which only those listed below are classified or contain referrals):Progress toward 

wrap-up continues:-CIA Documents: all RIFs corrected, and all 18 of these referred documents will be given to 

Michelle Wednesday, May 7th for her to pass to CIA HRG for review;-DOS documents (6 total) are being 

reviewed at State by Nina Noring;-Army and Air Force documents which require referral number about 10 and 

will be pursued by Joe in the near future;-Joint Staff documents with DIA equities number 2, and will be 

presented to DIA for review at our forthcoming meeting with DIA later this month.Clemard Joseph Charles File 
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